
Global Catastrophic Risks and Space Colonization 

Many have thought that we should pursue the colonization of space: 
 (EP) This could provide something of an “existential panacea” by protecting us against  
 extinction. 
  Greater geographical spread = lower probability of species extinction; greater   
  cosmographical spread = lower probability of human extinction 
  Stephen Hawking, Elon Musk, etc. 
 (MO) Moral obligation to maximize the total number of people within our future light  
 cone; to waste as little of our cosmic endowment of negentropy as possible. 
  Associated most notably with total/impersonal utilitarianism. 
  Nick Bostrom, others at the Future of Humanity Institute. 

Plenty of arguments against (MO), e.g., total/impersonal utilitarianism leads to the Repugnant 
Conclusion; see my article here. 

But recent work, most notably by Daniel Deudney, has called proposition (EP) into question. I 
will be drawing from and elaborating upon his theory in Dark Skies (2020). 

Two scenarios that I’m bracketing: first, that extraterrestrial intelligences exist, and second, that 
we create a (value-misaligned) superintelligence. 

This being said, here are three premises that many space expansionists themselves would accept: 
 (1) Venturing into space will result in phylogenesis via adaptive radiation; a wide range of  
 posthuman species. 
  These could be radically different than us: unique emotional repertoires,    
  psychological profiles, cognitive systems, body types, and so on. They could also  
  invent entirely novel political systems, ideologies, religions, … in a word, normative  
  worldviews. 
  Etiology of phylogenesis? Natural processes (natural selection, random mutation,  
  genetic drift, etc.) or cyborgization (integration of technology and biology, artifact  
  and organism); at the extreme, the complete replacement of biology with technology  
  (mind-uploading, AI systems, etc.). 
  Why? Radically different extraterrestrial environments. 
 (2) The weapons that available to civilizations technologically advanced enough to spread  
 through the solar system, galaxy, etc. could be extremely powerful; I don’t think it’s   
 unwarranted to allow one’s imagination to run wild a bit, on the analogy of explaining a  
 smartphone to a Neanderthal. 
  Planetoid bombs (deflection dilemma), direct-energy weapons (lasers, particle-  
  beams), heliobeams (sun guns), vacuum decay (weaponized particle accelerator for  
  political leverage or total destruction by omnicidal civilizations/cults), etc. 
 (3) As we spread into space, new colonies/civilizations will want their independence,   
 resulting in an anarchic cosmopolitical realm. 
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So, how to prevent conflict? Two obvious options: First, a Leviathan; a cosmopolitical governing 
body to act as a referee. And second, a balance of terror, or mutually assured destruction (MAD). 

But could either of these be effective? Taking them in order: 

Leviathan 
 This is undermined by (3) above, although there is a potentially bigger problem, especially  
 as humanity/posthumanity ventures into the galaxy: the vastitude of space paired with the  
 cosmic speed limit of light. 
  Gliese 581d is 20 light-years from Earth; a spaceship traveling at one-quarter the   
  cosmic speed limit—perhaps employing some form of nuclear pulse propulsion— 
  wouldn’t arrive until 2100, and a message to simply affirm that it had arrived safely  
  wouldn’t return to Earth until 2120. And Gliese 581d is relatively close as far as   
  exoplanets go: the Andromeda Galaxy is some 2.5 million light-years away and the  
  Triangulum Galaxy about 3 million light-years. Even more, there are some 54   
  galaxies in our Local Group, which is about 10 million light-years wide, within a   
  universe that stretches some 93 billion light-years across; and recall that the universe  
  is metrically expanding at an accelerating rate. 
  Without timely coordination, a cosmic state would be unable to fulfill its half of the  
  social contract. 

MAD 
 Deudney’s example of Mars vs. Terra (Earth): Mars would have an immense military   
 advantage. 
  Shallow gravity well, which would make it easy to come and go. 
  Proximity to the asteroid belt. 
  Hence, easy access to an arsenal of planetoid bombs that would utterly dwarf the   
  violence capacity of Terra, with its nuclear weapons, etc. 
  Possibility of an annihilatory first strike; this is the problem of “MAD-MAD.” 
 Further out in space: the forensic task of identifying who exactly launched an attack could  
 become extremely difficult. Imagine millions of civilizations, each with an incentive to  
 prevent targets from identifying them in the case of a first strike. This is not like the Cold  
 War. 
  The possibility of advanced weaponry, especially weapons that inflict catastrophic  
  harms at or near the speed of light, could further dissolve the MAD dynamic. 

So, these two mechanisms of conflict avoidance don’t look especially promising. But why would 
there be conflict in the first place? 
 Some transhumanists, such as Milan Cirkovic (here), have argued that by becoming   
 posthuman, we will simultaneously become peaceable (the term “belligerent posthuman”  
 is, he would apparently argue, a contradiction-of-terms). 
  I take this to be an argument from magic (essentially). 
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There are, I think, many reasons to believe that conflict would break out. 
 (i) As Deudney points out, many colonies have resorted to war/violence for their    
 independence. 
 (ii) He also notes that imperialist states have often gone to war over new territory. 
 (iii) Why wouldn’t there be, contra Cirkovic, belligerent civilizations? Some may evolve  
 (either naturally or through directed, intelligent design, or both) to become warlike. Some  
 may develop apocalyptic/doomsday ideologies that compel them toward violence. (Indeed,  
 I have argued that many of the most catastrophically violence conflicts in world history  
 have been driven by underlying differences in eschatological convictions; see also   
 “agential risk.”) 
 (iv) Hobbesian trap, security dilemma: dramatic diversification/phylogenesis could very  
 well undermine trust. Imagine not being able to anticipate the actions, or understand the  
 intentions, of another species S because the fundamental categories of S’s thought are   
 different. This could easily lead to a spiral of self-perpetuating militarization:    
 improvements in defensive technologies are interpreted as a threat by others, who then   
 improve their defensive technologies, etc. Consequently, genuinely peaceable civilizations  
 could be drawn into conflict. 
 (v) Other advanced civilizations could pose a threat inadvertently, e.g., by conducting high- 
 powered physics experiments. 

The idea that spreading into space will reduce the probability of annihilation is often simply 
assumed. But a closer examination suggests it could raise rather than lower this probability. 
 Sun —> red giant, but that doesn’t pose a threat for another ~800 million years. 
 In the meantime, we should—as Deudney argues—treat the colonization of our solar   
 system as itself an existential threat to humanity. 
 This is a time-sensitive topic, as we seem to be on the verge of sending humans to Mars.
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